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Abstract 
Nonlinea lynamrcal systems are encountered in many areas of sclence and engineerlng and 
because of the numerous interestrng phenomena exhrbited by nonlinear systems, it has drawn 
the attent~on of physicists, mathematicians and engmeers Chaotic motion can be defined 
as that class of motions in determin~stic physical and mathematical systems whose time 
history has a senshve dependence on mtial condit~ons These type of motions are exhibited 
by nonlinear d~fferential equations and iterative maps for certain values of parameters and 
init la1 conditions 
The dynamics of a serial robot, made up of rigid links, can be modeled by a set of 
ordinary nonlinear d~fferential cond~tions Hence they satisfy the neccessary conhtron for 
chaos In t h ~ s  them we study the equations of mot~on of two and three link robots under 
feed back control We cons~der two control schemes, namely, the proportional der~vative(PD) 
control and the model based control The resulting ordinary differentla1 equations are non- 
autonomous and coupled 
We make use of the concepts of differential geometry to show that the inertla1 motions 
of robots having negatwe Gaussian curvature can exhibit chaos We also show that when the 
R~emann~an curvature of the configuration space of the robot is zero the ~ m t ~ a  matnx of 
the a can be decomposed and under such condition the equation of mot1011 can be integrated 
explicitly and cannot exhibit chaos We ~llustrate this for a two degree of freedom PR robot 
To study the global behav~our of the equations with the controller we resort to numer- 
ical techniques Chaos maps, Phase plots, Poincare maps and Bifurcation diagrams are also 
computed It is observed that chaos occurs, for both control schemes for an RP robot, for 
small values of the der~vative gam and relatively large values of the proportional gun For 
an overest~mated model, chaos was found to occur for very small values of the denvative 
gun The bifurcat~on diagrams indicate a per~od doubhng route to cham 
